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ART: 
For the end of term test you need to know and revise the following:

The formal element of art you have learned.
What the primary colours are.
How to create secondary colours.
The word used to describe a colour that has had white added to it.
The word used to describe a colour that has had black added to it.
Colour temperature.
Explain what the terms ‘analagous colours’, ‘complimentary colours’, and ‘monochromatic 
colours’ mean. Give examples using the colour wheel below.

 
Who invented the colour wheel. 
The name of the artist whose work you learned about.
What type of artwork this artist did.
What type of artwork this artist did when he became ill at the end of his life.
The art movement this artist belonged to.
Describe what the artists who belonged to this same movement were interested in.
How to use masking tape to create a border on the surface of the paper without damaging it.
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BIOLOGY
Evolution: darwin and classifation 

Vocabulary 

Explain the following terms:
Biology  
Zoology
Anatomy 

 Natural selection 

Darwin and natural selection 

Giraffes lives on the African savannah, and feed off acacia trees. Use your knowledge about 
natural selection to explain how giraffes evolved to have long necks. Your explanation needs to 
include  adaptation, evolution ,species, environment.
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 The fossil record and evolution 

These are the forelimbs of four different animals. Use these diagrams to answer the following.
Suggest a reason to why there are so many similarities between  the four different species.
Suggest a reason what caused the bones to change – and why there are differences between 
the species.
Why are there differences between the bones ?

 Variation and adaptation 

Below are two species of bears – polar bears (left) and brown bears (right). 

For each species describe what type of habitat they live in.
How they adapted to their environment?
What would happen if they switched habitats (the brown bear living where the polar bear lives 
,and vice versa)?
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 What would happen to the polar bear if the climate became hotter? 

Mutualism and Parasitism 

Describe the relationship between the animals in the pictures below, explaining what, if any, 
benefit each species gets from its relationship to the other.

 Classification 

Complete the classification chart  for Homo Sapiens. Use the phrase “King Philip comes over for 
good sausages”.

Kingdom Animalia
Chordata 

class

Hominids 
Genus 

Homo sapiens 
     

Give examples of:

An arthropod
A reptile 
An arachnid
A mollusc
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CHEMISTRY
Lesson 1: Elements & the Periodic table

Explain the two ways of writing elements (common name & chemical symbol) and name some 
examples of elements.
Explain what the Periodic Table is. Name the ‘’father’’ of the modern Periodic Table and his two 
important innovations/contributions to the development of the table.
Describe how the different elements are arranged on the Periodic Table.
Use coordinates (group, family) to locate a specific element on the Periodic Table, i.e Oxygen G6,P2.

Lesson 2: Elements & compounds
Define the terms element and compound. 
Recall all the diatomic elements (H2,O2,N2,F2,Cl2,Br2,I2).
Identify elements and compounds, using images of molecular structure.
Define the term chemical/molecular formula and explain the rules of writing  formulae.
Use chemical formulae to identify how many atoms of an element are present in a compound.
Name simple compounds using the rules for naming compounds, i.e NaCl = sodium chloride

Section 3: Elements, compounds & mixtures

Define the term mixture.
Explain the difference between an element, a compound and a mixture and draw 
corresponding diagrams.
Identify if a given substance is an element, compound or mixture.
Describe the method to investigate the chemical reaction of iron with sulphur and identify the 
different reactants/ products as an element, compound or mixture.

Section 4: The signs of a chemical reaction

Define the term chemical reaction and give examples of it.
Describe the two ways of writing a chemical reaction (word equation & symbol equation).
Identify the reactants and the products of a chemical reaction.
State and explain all the different evidence of a chemical reaction.
Give examples of slow, medium and fast chemical reactions.

Section 5: Physical vs Chemical Change

Explain the difference between a physical and a chemical change.
Give examples of a physical and a chemical change.
Identify if a given change is physical or chemical, i.e burning of paper is a chemical change.
Describe the practical you did to investigate the differences of physical and chemical changes.
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Important terms you need to be able to explain

Glossary: element, compound, mixture, chemical formula, Periodic table, Dmitri Mendeleev, 
group (or family), period, molecular formula, chemical reaction, diatomic element, chemical 
change, physical change, reactant, product, conservation of mass, rearrangement of atoms
Lab equipment glossary: beaker, spatula, Bunsen burner, heatproof mat, test tube, test tube 
tongs (or clamps), wooden splint, safety screen, mineral wool, evaporating basin, test tube 
stand (or rack)
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CLASSICS
Learn all the vocabulary in your booklet from Half-term 1 and 2.

Nouns

We have met 3 declensions of nouns (1, 2 & 3). Declensions are different groupings of nouns 
which have different patterns in how they form their endings.
We have met 3 cases; the nominative, accusative, and genitive
The nominative is used for the subject of the sentence (does the verb)
The accusative is used for the object of the sentence (verb done to it)
The genitive is used to show possession (always include the word ‘of’)

1st Declension Singular Plural

Nominative -a -ae

Accusative -am -as

Genitive -ae -arum

2nd t Declension Singular Plural

Nominative -us -i

Accusative -um -os

Genitive -i -orum

3rd Declension Singular Plural

Nominative - -es

Accusative -em -es

Genitive -is -um
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Adjectives

Adjectives are used to describe nouns. They must agree with the case (nominative, accusative, 
genitive), number (single or plural), and gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter) of the noun 
they are effecting.
So far we have learnt one group of adjectives; the 1st/2nd declension.

Singular Masculine Feminine Neuter

Nom -us -a -um

Acc -um -am -um

Gen -i -ae -i

Plural Masculine Feminine Neuter

Nom -us -a -um

Acc -um -am -um

Gen -i -ae -i

Remember: if a 1st/2nd declension adjective is describing a 1st or 2nd declension noun they will 
have the same endings. If a 1st/2nd declension adjective describes a 3rd declension noun their 
endings will look different.

Verbs

We have learnt present tense verb endings: -O –S –T –MUS –TIS -NT
Important verb terminology:
Tense - when the action happened
Number – singular (1) or plural (2+)
1st person (singular) – I
2nd person (singular) – you
3rd person (singular) - he/she/it  
1st person (plural) – we
2nd person (plural) – you
3rd person (plural) - they
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Here are the endings on the end of the verb habeo (I have) 

singular plural

1st person habeo – I have habemus – we have

2nd person habes – you have habetis – you have

3rd person habet – he / she has hebent – they have

We have also learnt the irregular verb ‘to be’ in the present and imperfect: 
Here is the verb ‘to be’ in all its present tense forms

singular plural

1st person sum – I am sumus – we are

2nd person es – you are estis – you are

3rd person est – he / she / it is sunt – they are

And here it is in the imperfect (past) tense

singular plural

1st person eram – I was eramus – we were

2nd person eras – you were eratis – you were

3rd person erat – he / she / it was erant – they were

The Iliad – Learn all the information about the Iliad that you have from in your book from class.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE: HTML
Basic HTML Questions: 

What does HTML stand for? 

What is HTML used for? 

What file extension is used to save a HTML document? 

What software application do we use to write our HTML code in? 

Basic HTML Structure: 

Write down the basic HTML structure which includes the following tags: explain what each tag 
means.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html></html>

<head></head>

<title></title>

<body></body>

<h1></h1>

<p></p>

HTML Tags: 

Learn and understand the HTML tags for the following:

Heading

Paragraph

Line break

Horizontal Rule

Ordered lists

Unordered lists

Image

Hyperlink

Text positioning (right/left/centre)

Text formatting (bold, strong, italics, emphasize, subscript, superscript)

Font (face, size, colour)

Background colour

Image as a hyperlink

Embed YouTube video

Align image in a paragraph
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ENGLISH: BEOWULF
Plot of Beowulf

Six Elements of the Epic

1. Plot centers around a Hero of Unbelievable Stature
2. Involves deeds of superhuman strength and valour.
3. Vast Setting.
4. Involves supernatural and-or otherworldly forces.
5. Sustained elevation of style. Overwritten.
6. Poet remains objective and omniscient.
 

Kennings

Alliteration

Famous Epics

Epic of Gilgamesh
Illiad and Odyssey by Homer
Virgil’s The Aneid
Dante’s The Divine Comedy
John Milton’s Paradise Lost
The Portuguese Lusiads

•Periods of English

Old (449-1100)
Middle (1100-1500)
Modern (1500-)

Socio-Historic Context

Vocabulary

Ancestor
Prosper
Enthral
Reckless
Perilous
Renowned
Lingering
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Peerless
Tyrant
Slumber
Gluttonous
Grotesque
Vengeance
Ferocity
Sever
Hinder
Intruder
Venomous
Formidable
Defiance

Sentence basics

Definition of a sentence
Must include capital letter, ending punctuation, subjects, and a verb. 
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GEOGRAPHY
Section 1: OS Map Symbols

Identify all key map symbols and use an OS legend

Section 2: Grid References 

Four Figure Grid References:
Six Figure Grid References

Section 3: Direction

The sixteen point compass: 
N, NNE, NE, ENE, E, ESE, SE, SSE, S, SSW, SW, WSW, W, WNW, NW, NNW

Section 4: Scale and Distance 

Graphic scale and stated scale 
Conversions of OS maps to real life travelling distance
Measuring distance as the crow flies 
Measuring distance as the wolf runs 

Section 5: Contour Lines and Measuring Area 

Contour Lines: What do they show on an OS map?
What is the relationship between contour lines and physical landscapes?
Cross sections of mountains and hills: Contour patterns 
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GERMAN
Use the vocabulary sheet/revision to help you with this essay. Write an essay which addresses 
This  task will help you revise all the German learnt so far. 

Was machst du in deiner Freizeit und wie oft?
Was magst du machen und warum?
Was machst du nicht gern und warum?
Was ist deine Lieblingssessen und warum?
Beschreib einen Freund / eine Freundin. Hat sie Haustiere?
Was macht er / sie gern?

Subject areas you should revise:

Hobbies, Sports, Food and Drink, Numbers and Dates, Domestic Animals.
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HISTORY
This half term, we have learnt about three different ancient civilisations: Egypt, Greece and 
Rome. You need to use the ticklist below to guide your revision as you must be able to answer 
any question on the following information. If you need any help, speak with your History 
teacher. 

Ancient Egypt: 

The importance of the River Nile
Ancient Egyptian writing
Ancient Egyptian mathematics 
Ancient Egyptian calendar 
Ancient Egyptian religion: polytheism versus monotheism 
The role of the Pharaoh 
The characteristics of Tutankhamun, Akhenaton and Cleopatra 

Ancient Greece: 

The Ancient Greek Achievement 
Ancient Greek democracy 
Ancient Greek sport 
Ancient Greek writing 
Ancient Greek culture 
Ancient Greek learning and philosophy 

Greco-Persian Wars 

Geography of Greece and Persia 
Causes of Greco-Persian Wars 
Ionian Revolt 
Persian aims during the war 
The Battle of Marathon 
Athenian dominance 
King Xerxes 

The Peloponnesian Wars 

Different Ancient Greek city states 
Causes of the Peloponnesian Wars 
First Peloponnesian Wars 
The role of Sparta and Athens 
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Alexander the Great and Hellenism 

The role of Thrace and Macedonia 
Philip II
Alexander the Great’s global conquest 
Hellenism 

Ancient Rome 

The Roman Republic
Aeneas fleeing troy 
Romulus and Remus 
King Tarquinius Superbus 
The political makeup of the republic: Consul, Praetors, Quaestors, Aediles, Senate
Patricians versus plebeians 
Roman geographical expansion 
The Punic Wars 
Civil Wars in the republic 
The role of Julius Caesar and the Triumvirate
Caesar and Gael 
Caesar as dictator 
Caesar’s assassination 

The Roman Empire 

Octavian becomes Augusts 
Augustus as Emperor 
Augustinian Rome 
Augustus’ ‘Res Gestae Divi Augusti’
The Julio-Claudian dynasty 
Diocletian and the splitting of Rome 
Constantine and Christianity 
Slavery in the Roman Empire 

The Fall of the Roman Empire 

Military losses to barbarian groups 
Economic troubles in the empire 
Overreliance on slave labour 
The rise of the Eastern Empire 
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Overexpansion and military overspending 
Government corruption and instability 
The arrival of the Huns and the migration of the Barbarian tribes 
Christianity and the loss of traditional Roman values 
Weakening of Roman legions 
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MATHS
Use the notes in your exercise book and Corbettmaths to revise

Section 1: Money/Calculator Methods 

Perform money calculations such as menu
Calculating using a shopping list 
Use and interpret calculator displays

Section 2: Imperial/Metric Units conversions

Convert between imperial units of length
Convert between metric units of mass
Convert between metric units of volume
Convert between imperial units
Convert between imperial and metric units

Section 3: Percentages and fractions

Express one quantity as a fraction of another
Express one quantity as a percentage of another
Find percentage of an amount without a calculator
Find percentage of an amount without a calculator
Find the simple interest on a given amount

Section 4: Ratios

Know how to write and recognize ratio notation
Simplify ratios involving decimals
 Simplify ratios involving different units
 Simplify ratios involving fractions
Write ratios as fractions in simplest form
 Write ratios in the form 1: n
 Write ratios in the form n: 1
Divide an amount in a given ratio
Find equivalent ratios 
Solve problems in context using ratios

Section 5: Proportion

Write proportions as ratios
Write proportions as a fraction
Work out proportion problems using unitary method
Use proportion as equality of ratios to solve proportion problems
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MUSIC
Keyboard assessment: “Jingle Bells”

This piece will have been attempted with the following sequence of events:-
Right hand (RH) melody
Left hand (LH) bass notes
Left hand chords
Right hand melody and left hand bass notes simultaneously
Right hand melody and left hand root position chords simultaneously
Right hand melody and left hand inverted chords simultaneously
Right hand melody and left hand mix of root position and inverted chords simultaneously

This overall objective is to perform “Jingle Bells” fluently using both hands (two-way co-
ordination). This piece will be assessed accordingly:-
Right hand melodic and rhythmic accuracy = max. 12 marks
Left hand harmonic and rhythmic accuracy = max. 12 marks
Overall fluency = max. 6 marks

Maximum mark = 30. A percentage will then be worked out and transferred to Schoolpod.
A target will be allocated (and written by pupils onto KS3 assessment sheets), based on:-
Accuracy of notes (RH and/or LH)
Accuracy of rhythm (mainly RH)
Levels of ability to play a bass line accurately
Levels of ability to play chords accurately (regardless of root position, inversion or a mixture)
Ability to play piece (or some of it) using two hands simultaneously (two-way co-ordination)
Ability to play chords in correct part of the bar
Fluency within and between bars
Choice of fingering (5-finger hand position advised where possible)
Any other valid points
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PHYSICS
Section 1: Scale of the Universe

Understand the relative sizes of planets, planetary systems, nebulae, and galaxies.
Know that the astronomical unit (AU) is the approximate distance between the Earth and the 
Sun, defined as 1.49 × 1011m. 
Know that a light year is the distance travelled by light in one year, defined as 9.46 × 1015m.
Recall that our solar system is in the Milky Way galaxy, and that the nearest neighbouring 
galaxy is the Andromeda galaxy.

Section 2: The Moon

Recall that it takes 27.3 days for the Moon to complete a 360° rotation.
Recall that it takes 29.5 days for a full lunar cycle (the time between two full moons).
Recognise the following features on the lunar disk:
 a) Tycho Crater
b) Copernicus Crater
c) Sea of Crises
d) Sea of Tranquillity
e) Sea of Serenity
f) Ocean of Storms
g) Apennine Mountain Range
 

Section 3: Stars and Constellations

Recall that the closest star to our Sun is Proxima Centauri.
Recall that the brightest star visible in the night sky is Sirius.
Know how to identify Polaris and determine which way is north.
Understand the difference between asterisms and constellations.
Recognise the following constellations
a) Ursa Major
b) Orion
c) Cassiopeia
d) Cygnus
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Section 4: Life Cycle of a Star

Recall and describe the basic stages of a star’s life cycle:


